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N OV I TA 7 V ELJESTÄ
AND NOV ITA NO RDIC
WO OL :
WOMEN’S YOKE SWEATER

Now work rows 29(29)29(27)27–34 of the chart flat with the front sts, and at the same time
bind off 0(0)1(1)2x3 sts and 2(2)1(2)1x2 sts on every 2nd row at both ends = 77(81)86(90)95
sts. Leave the sts on hold.

Designer Mari Kangas
Size XS/S(M)L(XL)XXL

Sleeves

Finished measurements

Using the berry porridge yarn and the smaller double-pointed needles, cast on

body circumference 88(96)104(112)122 cm

44(46)48(52)52 sts and distribute them onto four needles. Work ribbing in the round for 5

length in the back at midpoint 60(61)63(65)68 cm

cm. Switch to the larger double-pointed needles and work stockinette st in round. On the first

inner sleeve length 47(48)49(49)50 cm

round, increase 1 st = 45(47)49(53)53 sts.

Demand Novita 7 Veljestä

When the piece measures 9(12)10(7)10 cm, increase 2 sts: k1, make 1 (= knit the strand of yarn

(053) Berry porridge 350(400)450(500)550 g,

between the sts through the back loop), work to end of round, make 1. Repeat the increases

(099) Black 50(50)50(100)100 g,

every 3,5(3)3(3)3,5 cm for 10(11)12(13)15 more times = 67(71)75(81)85 sts.

(010) Off-white 50(50)50(100)100 g,

Note: when the piece measures 34(35)36(37)38 begin the colourwork pattern in the round

(588) Cherry 50(50)50(100)100 g,

from row 1 of the chart. The midpoint is marked with an arrow on the chart, use that to de-

(549) Christmas 100(100)100(100)100 g and

termine the starting point for the pattern. Keep repeating the 10 st pattern repeat to end of

Novita Nordic Wool

round (the last pattern repeat is not a full one). Work rows 2–28(28)28(26)26 of the chart.

(645) Squirrel 50(50)50(50)50 g

Continue working the colourwork pattern flat from row 29(29)29(27)27 of the chart and

Circular needles (80 cm and 40 cm) Novita 4–4½ mm or size needed to obtain gauge, for

bind off 1x4(4)6(6)7 sts at the beginning of the round. On the next row, bind off the first

the sleeves 3½–4 mm and 4–4½ mm double-pointed needles and for the neckline a 3½–4

1x4(5)6(7)8 sts and work to end. Work rows 31(31)31(29)29–34 of the chart, and at the

mm circular needle (40 cm)

same time bind off 0(0)0(0)1x3 sts and 2(2)2(3)2x2 sts on every 2nd row at both ends =

Stitch patterns Ribbing in the round: *k1, p1*, repeat *–*. Stockinette stitch in the round: knit

51(54)55(56)56 sts. Leave the sts on hold.

all rows. Colourwork in the round: work stockinette st in the round following the chart and

Knit the other sleeve to match.

the written instructions. Colourwork flat: knit all RS stitches and purl all WS stitches following
the chart and the written instructions.

Yoke

Gauge 21 sts and 26 rows in stockinette st = 10 cm

Place all the pieces onto the longer circular needle: 77(81)86(90)95 back sts + 51(54)55(56)56

Note The sweater is knitted in one piece from the hem to the neckline, after which the short

sleeve sts + 77(81)86(90)95 front sts + 51(54)55(56)56 sleeve sts = 256(270)282(292)302

seams under the armholes are sewn.

sts.
Using the berry porridge yarn, knit 1(1)2(2)3 rounds. Then work rows 35–38 of the chart and

The back and front are worked in one piece up to the armholes

keep repeating the 2 st pattern repeat.

Using the berry porridge yarn, cast on 186(196)216(236)256 sts and work ribbing in the round

Work row 39 of the chart and at the same time evenly decrease 28(30)30(34)32 sts =

for 5 cm. Then work stockinette st in the round.

228(240)252(258)270 sts. Knit 2(2)3(3)3 rounds using the off-white yarn.

When the piece measures 28(29)30(31)33 cm, evenly increase 4 sts on the next round (knit

Continue the colourwork pattern from row 40 of the chart, and repeat the 6 st pattern repeat

the strand of yarn between the sts through the back loop) = 190(200)220(240)260 sts.

38(40)42(43)45 times in total. Work rows 41–64 of the chart. 1 st decreased on every pattern

Begin the colourwork pattern in the round from row 1 of chart. The starting point for each

repeat on rows 52 and 56. 152(160)168(172)180 sts on the needle. Note: Switch to the shorter

size is marked with an arrow. Keep repeating the 10 st pattern repeat as needed. Work rows

circular needle if needed.

2–28(28)28(26)26 of the chart.

Work row 65 of the chart and evenly decrease 26(28)30(32)36 sts = 126(132)138(140)144 sts.
Work rows 66–67 of the chart, knit 1(1)1(2)2 round(s) with the off-white yarn, work rows

Distribute the sts into two groups as follows: work the first 90(95)103(112)121 sts on the back,

68–69.

bind off the next 10(11)14(16)19 for an armhole, work 85(89)96(104)111 sts on the front (note

Using the black yarn, knit 2(2)2(3)4 rounds. On the 2nd round, evenly decrease

that there is already 1 st on the needle after the bind-off), bind off the last 5(5)7(8)9 sts of

18(22)26(26)30 sts = 108(110)112(114)114 sts.

the round as well as the first 5(6)7(8)10 sts of the next round for the other armhole. There are

Switch to the smaller circular needle and work ribbing in the round for 2,5 cm. Bind off in

now 85(89)96(104)111 sts on the front and back pieces. Leave the front sts on hold.

pattern.

With the back sts, work rows 29(29)29(27)27–34 of the chart flat, and at the same time bind

Finishing

off 0(0)1(1)2x3 sts and 2(2)1(2)1x2 sts on every 2nd row at both ends = 77(81)86(90)95 sts.

Sew the seams under the armholes. Lay the sweater to measurements wrong side up and

Leave the sts on hold.

steam lightly.
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